
Artificial Intelligence:
It’s Everywhere, It Seems, But How Can We Use 

It With Telehealth To Address Health Workforce 

Challenges?  And Should We?
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The Promises and Pitfalls of Artificial Intelligence 
in Health Care
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Who We Are

AlediumHR is a boutique healthcare

recruiting firm that specializes in

direct-hire placements for clinical

and non-clinical roles across the

United States and Canada, with

extensive experience in the growing

telehealth sector.



Three Key Differentiators Using AI

AI helps source candidates faster AI automates screening AI removes bias

Using AI in recruiting improves efficiency, expands reach, and

promotes fairness in finding the best healthcare candidates.



AI Further

Personalizes Recruiting

Analyze Resumes

AI can quickly scan through

thousands of resumes to

identify best candidates.

Predict Performance

AI algorithms can predict

candidate performance and

retention based on hiring data.

Reduce Time to Hire

AI can automate manual and

repetitive recruiting tasks,

reducing time to hire.

Identify Gaps

AI cananalyze recruiting metrics

to identify gaps and opportunities

for improvement.

Personalize Outreach

AI can suggest tailored outreach

messages to resonate with each

candidate.



AI = Improved Candidate Experience

• Automated screening and

scheduling
AI systems can quickly review resumes and schedule

interviews for the most qualified candidates.

• Personalized communication
Chatbots and automated emails provide tailored,

responsive communication at scale.

• Reduced bias
AI can help remove human biases from screening and

assessments.

• 24/7 scheduling
Candidates can schedule interviews at their

convenience with an AI scheduling assistant.

• Improved experience for all

candidates

AI ensures every candidate gets a high-quality,

consistent experience throughout the hiring process.



Reduced Bias

Unbiased algorithms Objectiveassessments Fairer outcomes

By removing human biases, AI enables more fair and

equitable hiring based on ski l ls and qualifications.



Faster Hiring Process

AI reviewing resumes

AI conducting initial interviews

AI assessing candidates

AI shortlisting candidates

AI scheduling interviews
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How We Use AI

Talentlytical®, is our proprietary talent acquisition platform that

leverages intuitive AI to attract highly qualified healthcare professionals

who align with your specific job requirements.

We refer to this as "Intelligent Recruiting.“

Talentlytical's® advanced machine-learning algorithms, tap into talent

sources to connect with healthcare professionals who are genuinely

interested in your job opportunities.

Through Talentlytical®, we not only match you with potential

candidates but also reach out to them in real-time via email and text for

available positions.

https://alediumhr.com/alediumhr-revolutionizing-healthcare-recruitment-with-technology/


Key Takeaways

Faster hiring process

AI can quickly scan through

resumes and find the best

candidates based on required

ski l l s and qualifications.

Reduced recruitment costs

AI can automate repetitive tasks

like screening resumes which

saves recruiters' time and effort.

Better candidate

experience

AI chatbots provide 24/7

assistance to candidates and

enable quick response times

during application process.

Improved quality of hires

AI algorithms can objectively

evaluate candidates based on

skil ls, experience and cultural fit to

find the best hires.

AI improves healthcare recruiting by reducing costs, accelerating hiring,

enhancing candidate experience, and helping find better quality talent.



Thank You
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My Background
● Neuroscientist and practicing teleneurologist

● Spent the last decade studying the use of 
new technology to improve neurological 
care

● Co-founder & CEO of Syntrillo, a digital 
health company transforming stroke 
prevention using AI and telehealth



TAM
$54B

TM
$2.4B

$33.2B
20M high risk patients

Shortage of Neurologists
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AUTOMATING NEUROLOGICAL EXPERTISE

● Use of artificial intelligence (AI) for:

○ Disease detection & monitoring

○ Treatment plan creation

○ Patient engagement & support

“Humanoid robot doctor shaking hands with 
human doctor, bright oil painting” Dall-E, 2023



Treatment Plan

● Prediction of anti-epileptic 
medication regimens with 
improved outcomes and 
reduced costs

● AI-based medication 
adjustments on par with 
endocrinologists in Type I DM 
management

Examples of Artificial Intelligence in Clinical Medicine
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Patient Support

● AI chatbots have been shown to 
be highly efficacious in improving 
healthy lifestyles, smoking 
cessation, and treatment 
adherence

Disease Monitoring

● Alzheimer’s screening based on 
raw voice recordings

● AI achieved human expert 
performance in interpreting 
EEG’s



An AI-driven platform that prevents stroke by:

● Better predicting future stroke

● Selecting the optimal prevention 
plan for a particular patient

● Engaging and supporting patients to 
help execute their prevention plan

OUR USE CASE
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Questions for our Presenters!
• Are there concerns or potential red flags associated with using AI in recruitment and talent acquisition? Or in 

employing AI in clinical care settings?   How might AI be misused in these contexts, leading to poorer or 

inequitable decisions or unsafe conditions?

• Given the known biases in many AI models, how can these impact decision-making in talent acquisition or 

clinical care?  What caveats should be aware of regarding these biases?

• How have you navigated challenges in gaining user acceptance of AI technologies among healthcare 

professionals and patients? 

• Establishing and preserving trust is paramount. How do you tackle the challenge of ensuring transparency and 

explainability in AI decision-making for healthcare professionals, patients, and other stakeholders? 

• What specific strategies do you utilize to validate clinical effectiveness and ensure reliable outcomes?





For More Information:

www.MATRC.org
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